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Appendix B
Resource Maps

The Physical Plan – Map Atlas

Contents for Comprehensive Plan Portion

- Existing Land Use Map B-1
- Current Zoning Map B-2
- Community Preferred Development and Environmental Map B-3
- Proposed Comprehensive Plan Map B-4
- Existing Overlay Districts Map (US Highway 8 & Carlos Avery WMA) B-5
- Proposed Open Space, Parks, and Trails Overlay Districts (Existing and Proposed) B-6

Additional Maps
(The information and maps listed below were compiled and/or created as part of 'Wyoming Township Comprehensive Planning Process / Phase One: Resource Assessment'. For map details and information, please refer to the Phase One report.)

- Land Use / Land Cover B-7
- Potential Habitat Areas B-8
- Habitat Inventory B-9
- Existing Well Inventory (Potential Locations) B-10
- Groundwater Inventory B-11
- Lakes, Wetlands, and Streams B-12
- Protected Lakes and Wetlands B-13
- Special Protection Areas B-14
- Shoreland Protection Areas B-15
- Surface Water Inventory B-16
- Existing Built Infrastructure B-17
- Gravel Pits, Deposits, and Aggregate Resources B-18
- Prime Agricultural Soils B-19
- Public-Associated Ownership and Historic Structures B-20
- Topographic Contours (Elevation) B-21
- Proximity to Existing Transportation Features B-22
- Proximity to Existing Development B-23
- Soil Suitability for Development B-24
- Soil Depth to Water Table for Development B-25
- Soil Septic Suitability for Development B-26
- Development Suitability Inventory B-27
NOTES REGARDING THESE MAPS: These maps were compiled and/or created by the Center for Rural Design (2003–4). They represent probable situations and are intended for reference and discussion purposes only. It is important to note that the data and information contained within these maps has not been field verified and therefore accuracy is not guaranteed. Please report any errors to the Center for Rural Design. Data for this project was provided by Chisago County; Cloud Cartographics, Inc.; Comfort Lake / Forest Lake Watershed District; Land Management Information Center; Minnesota Geological Survey; Minnesota Department of Natural Resources; Minnesota Department of Transportation; Minnesota Planning; United States Geological Survey; Wyoming Township; and WSB & Associates, Inc.

MAP PROJECTION: UTM, Zone 15, Datum NAD83, Spheroid GRS1980, Units Meters

SPECIFIC INFORMATION REGARDING MAPS AND DATA SOURCES: The data sources listed below were used in the creation of the maps found in this report. Note that some data sets were modified and/or updated for the purposes of this project.

_Aerial Photograph_ – Georeferenced photograph provided by Chisago County’s MICS/GIS Department.

_Boundaries (township, section lines, municipalities, etc.)_ – Base information provided by Chisago County’s MICS/GIS Department. Additional boundary information derived from ‘Section Level Public Land Survey’ dataset.

_Roadways_ – Base information provided by Chisago County’s MICS/GIS Department.

_Lakes, Wetlands, and Water Features_ – Base information provided by Chisago County’s MICS/GIS Department. Additional hydrologic information derived from ‘DLG Hydrography Lake and Wetland – Polygon’ and ‘International Coalition Land Use/Land Cover’ datasets.

_Streams_ – Base information derived from ‘DNR 24K Streams’ dataset.


_Landcover_ – Base information derived from the ‘International Coalition Land Use/Land Cover’ dataset, published 1995.

_Wells_ – Base information derived from ‘Well Location Points (Calculated)’ and ‘Well Location Points (Field-Verified and Digitized)’ datasets from the ‘Minnesota Geological Survey’s County Well Index (CWI) – 1998’.

Information regarding other datasets that were used in Maps B7 – B27 can be found in the ‘Wyoming Township Comprehensive Planning Process / Phase One: Resource Assessment’ materials.